


April Golf Monthly Medal 

DATE: Wednesday, 15 April 2020 

GAME: WARRE N GOLF AND 

COUNTRY CLUB 

11.00AM (REGISTRATION )

1.30PM (Timesheet)

DINNER: WARREN GOLF AND 

COUNTRY CLUB 

7.00PM ONWARDS

Participation Fee:
NUSS Golf Section Member: $125 
NUSS Golf Section Member + Warren Golf & CC Member: $55

APRIL 2020 

WHAT’S HAPPENING!

GOLF SECTION BAG TAG

Fill up the order form here to get an exclusive NUSS Golf Section Bag Tag!
$5.00 co-payment per section member (subject to prevailing gst).

While stocks last!

https://docs.google.com/a/nuss.org.sg/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdW-hveGn9y9KrkpMVUcOWNUANh5ACmcK21tSFmNZcU8j82Pg/viewform


Overseas Trip to Batam (September)

OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

Article by: Ronald Low 

Plans for the Batam golf trip was largely due to a recent tie-up with Palm Springs through their
GM Steven Japari and Marketing Manager Jason Tay. Incidentally Steven will be joining NUSS
and will certainly be a strong playing golf section member with his single digit handicap.

Gathering at Harbour front ferry terminal, a group of 21 golfers prepared to leave on their 2
days 1 night golf outing to Batam. The itinerary was to play 2 rounds of golf and a night stay at
Nagoya town. To land at Batam Sekupang Ferry point was due to better departure from
Nagoya after our 2nd game at Batam Hills; it is however a good additional one hour bus
journey to Palm Springs golf course which is more accessible from the Nongsa Terminal. That
would mean leaving from Changi Ferry Terminal.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

With Jason accompanying the group from Singapore, the ferry ride, customs clearance and
transfers to Palm Springs went smoothly without a hitch. A quick lunch and all were ready to
tee off. Weather was fine with a slight haze which actually shielded the sun. Great also that a
mini shot gun-start was arranged for us and everyone pretty much enjoyed a round of
uninterrupted play. Palm Springs course has a nice layout; green conditions were good and
fairways were pretty well kept although the hot weather had caused patches of browning.
The course is considered one of the better maintained course in Batam.
The first day golf was not for competition and play was relatively swift; most golfers were in
with 4 hours play. Steven and Jason had arranged a sumptuous BBQ dinner and we were also
treated to a singing performance by a band comprising of their own staff. Everyone felt that
the BBQ chickens, fishes and Satays were sumptuous; particularly the huge dessert bowl of
fresh coconut juice and flesh which they kept available throughout dinner.

We had requested dinner to be early so that we may
check into our hotel in Nagoya and have the evening
to explore shops or get a massage at our own time. I
Balao, the hotel was chosen for its good reviews and
location within the main shopping malls and
restaurants. Check-ins were swiftly done and the
hotel did not disappoint. Everyone agreed that the
hotel was great from the rooms to its location. It was
shopping and massages for some, and a little bit of
Happy Hour pubbing for others.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

Morning and it was competition day at Batam Hills Golf Resort. Breakfast at the hotel was
elaborate with local and international spreads. Our first hiccup, the bus taking us to Batam
Hills Golf Resort mistakenly took us on a long ride to Batam View Resort instead. ..a short
ride which ended up taking up an hour and half of travelling time. Fortunately we had
plenty of time to play and to have lunch before our evening ferry home. Spirits of the
golfers were high and weather was good, all were raring to play golf. We again had a mini
shot-gun start; much thanks to Jason arranging that for us.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

Result

Winner Points

Champion Roger Yeo 39

1st Runner Up Chong Ser Jin 37

2nd Runner Up Anton Chan 36

The highlight for the event was a Hole-in-One achieved by our golfer Ronald Low on Hole
12 150 metre par 3. Congratulations to him for this feat.
The lunch provided was simple...we agree that it can be improved.

The return ferry to Harbourfront was uneventful and it was goodbyes all round till the next
outing.

Ronald Low achieved Hole-In-One  



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

Overseas Trip to Portugal (November) Article by: Danny Choi & Meily

When NUSS Golf Section announced it was going to Portugal in 2019, many could not wait
to sign up! Few countries can match Portugal in culture, food and wine history, not to
mention the many Unesco World Heritage sites it is home to.
The trip to Portugal saw the biggest ever sign-ups of 102 members and guests. It was no easy
feat for the organisers, but with the dedication and hard work of our 2 superb staff, the trip
was smooth and enjoyable from start to finish (except of course, for the things beyond
human control).
After a long flight, we were greeted by the professional and friendly guides from Terra Events
at Porto airport. Two big buses (plus a luggage van for the golf bags) brought us on an
orientation tour of Porto before dropping off at to Bessa Hotel, our home for the next 2
nights. The pre check-in was already done; we only needed to collect the keys to our rooms
where we could rest and freshen up.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

The first night we toured the magnificent Graham’s 1890 Lodge in Vila Nova de Gaia by the 
Duoro River, home to the famous Graham’s Port Wine. We toured their cask storage area 
where rows upon rows of wines in oak barrels are being aged. There was a locked cellar 
which housed their vintage collection where we could find bottled vintage as old as we are. 
We had wine tasting followed by sumptuous dinner at their restaurant.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

The 76 golfers had a chance to test their skills and stamina against the Atlantic winds and 
links terrain at Porto’s famous Estella Golf Course. The weather was great, and we had the 
whole course to ourselves with a shotgun start which was the case for all 4 golf rounds.

The non-golfers enjoyed a tuk tuk ride around the
city, visited Livraria Lello, the world’s most beautiful
bookstore, had a sumptuous lunch at the Rib Beef &
Wine located at the picturesque Historic Centre of
Oporto (a Unesco Heritage site), followed by a
leisurely cruise along the Duoro river, enjoying the
scenic ride and bonding time over a glass of ginja or
wine, cruising below the 6 bridges of Porto.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

While the golfers had an amazing day with less windy condition but equally challenging game
at the newer West Cliffs Golf Course, the non-golfing ladies explored the Obidos, a traditional
Portuguese walled town, with its narrow cobbled street, walls painted in blue and yellow
stripes and medieval castle. We had lunch like royalty in the romantic medieval atmosphere of
the Castle and went on to Lisbon, one of the oldest cities in the world, where stars like
Madonna call home.

The Avani Lisboa Hotel is right in the city centre, perfect for shopping and exploring the
narrow alleyways and hilly streets of Lisbon. Many shared restaurant recommendations (and a
warning) on the group chat where we can go for our free and easy dinner. Traditional
Portuguese dinner with fado show is a must in Lisbon.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

The third golf round, the first day of competition, was played at the Oitavos Dunes Golf
Course in the famous Cascais coastline, just outside Lisbon. Oitavos, ranked 55th in the Top
100 Golf Courses of the World by Golf Magazine, is an enjoyable walking natural course,
with some fairways wider than a soccer field, and some boast scenic ocean views.

The ladies of leisure visited 
the beautiful Pena Palace, 
Sintra Village (another 
Unesco Heritage site) and 
had a satisfying lunch at the 
Atlantic ocean-front Monte 
Mar at Cascais.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

Not to be left out, the golfers took time off golf 
and spent a day touring Lisbon on tram, 
spotting interesting tiled walls, exploring the 
historic areas around Basilica da Estrela, Portas
do Sol, took in the sweeping view of the city 
from St. George Castle and walked down 
Alfama quarter. We had seafood lunch by the 
Dock before adventuring on speedboat rides 
along the Tagus river. The day ended with a 
tour inside the impressive gothic Jeronimos
Monastery and Belem, not forgetting the 
Portuguese egg tarts from the original Pasteis
de Belem.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

The second day of competition golf started out on a cloudy note at Penha Longa Golf Course
where the famed remains of medieval aqueduct stood at hole 6 par 5. Before long, changing
mountain weather conditions with intermittent rains and at one time a few minutes’ of hail
proved too much for the course to handle. On a glorious sunny day, it would be an amazing
course with excellent views across the Sintra mountains.

The non-golfers visited Fatima, a Catholic pilgrimage site, where we learned of its history 
and significance, and had lunch at Hotel de Fatima.

The trip wouldn’t be complete without a day of shopping at the Freeport Outlet. Almost 
everyone contributed to the Portuguese economy in ways big and small. 
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A beautiful rainbow after the rain, we
concluded the trip with dinner at the
stunning Restaurant Kais, where the golf
prize giving ceremony was also held. Once
an engine warehouse with high ceilings, it
has been brilliantly converted into a
sophisticated restaurant.

It was another funtastic trip! Every aspect of
the itinerary was thoughtfully selected and
perfectly executed, from the golfing
experience, the sumptuous food at
magnificent restaurants, to the beautiful tour
itineraries and accommodation. Our heartfelt
thanks to the organisers for all your
hardwork. And to all our friends and those
who have become closer than friends, thank
you for the warm camaraderie, and look
forward to many more trips together!

Result 

Overall Champion Hcap Points

Kee Lang Gaik 25 72

Oitavos

Men's Division Winner Points

Champion Wong Joo Whatt 39

1st Runner Up Ng Boon Hong 38

2nd Runner Up Lai Kim Seng 20 OCB

Penha Longa

Men's Division Winner Points

Champion Simon Er 35

1st Runner Up Anthony Vu 32 OCB

2nd Runner Up Kang Seow Peng Sunny 32

Oitavos

Ladies Division Winner Points

Champion Rosalind Ong 20 OCB

1st Runner Up Julia Binte Johari 17

Penha Longa

Ladies Division Winner Points

Champion Woo Yin Leng 29

1st Runner Up Tan Gek Hoon 28



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

AGM GOLF TOURNAMENT (DECEMBER)

100 golfers participated at NUSS Golf Section AGM Tournament this year.  Thankfully, 
the weather was good after a heavy downpour in the middle of the game, and the golfers 
managed to finish with a good game.

All golfers received a sleeve of golf ball , an Under Armour belt and a mini luggage storage. 
As expected, the golfers end off the game with a sumptuous dinner at Orchid Country 
Club. 

At 1245hrs, everyone gathered for the traditional group photo taking before setting out to 
our assigned shot gun tee boxes.

The Orchid  Country Club golf course lived up to expectations and presented everyone 
with tight fairways, thick roughs and slow greens.  Shouts of joy, frustration and anger 
were heard throughout the afternoon.



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

The AGM was held at Orchid Country Club. The meeting convened at 7.40pm with the 
following agenda led by the Convenor, Joseph Ng

Confirmation of AGM Minutes of 2018
•Treasurer’s Report 2019
•Summary & Review of Year 2019
•Election of Golf Section Convenor for 2020
•Proposed Committee Members for 2020
•Proposed Calendar of Events 202
•Any Other Business



OUR GOLFING MOMENTS!

Joseph Ng Dr Denis Nyam 

Chor Chong Leen Listar Nguyen 

Chong Dan Chyi Siva Retnam 

Simon Er Benjamin Tan

Ho Tat Hong Edmund Tan

Ronald Low Vicki Tan

Lee Hoe Hin Vincent Tan

Mr. Joseph Ng was elected as the Golf  Convenor for 2020 without contest. The AGM 
ended with NUSS President, Eddie Lee thanking the Golf Committee’s contribution for 
the year as well as the Secretariat for their support.  

We are pleased to introduce the Golf Section Committee Members for 2020

The AGM Golf results was based on Double Peoria. Congratulations to the following winners!

Men’s Divison

Champion Stanley Gan 40pts

1st Runner Up Jason Wong 359pts

2nd Runner Up Benjamin Tan 38pts

Ladies’ Divison

Champion Vicki Tan 36pts

1st Runner Up Chong Dan Chyi 35pts OCB

2nd Runner Up Listar 35pts



NUSS GOLF SECTION – HANDICAP REVISION SYSTEM
EFFECTIVE FROM 1 JANUARY 2019

• Members with an Actual Score of an equivalent Stableford Points of 40 or more will have

their Handicap Indexes (HI) revised (Revised NUSS HI) according to the table below.

• Revised NUSS HI will be maintained for a period of six months unless the member’s

Singapore Golf Association (SGA) HI is lower than the Revised NUSS HI during the six

month period, in which case the lower HI will apply.

• Member’s Actual Score is calculated based on 100% HI. Should the format of play differ (e.g.

80% of HI), the Actual Score is obtained by adjusting to 100% HI.

• The NUSS Golf Section Handicap Revision System shall apply only to NUSS Golf Section

organised monthly medals and games (local and overseas).

• The decision of the NUSS Golf Section Committee shall be final.

• The table (below) lists section members whose handicaps have been revised based on their

previous game(s). For any queries regarding your Handicap Index Revision, please email Jaz

at jazchua@nuss.org.sg.

mailto:jazchua@nuss.org.sg
mailto:jazchua@nuss.org.sg
mailto:jazchua@nuss.org.sg
mailto:jazchua@nuss.org.sg
mailto:jazchua@nuss.org.sg
mailto:jazchua@nuss.org.sg


SPECIAL PERKS!

Golf Handicap with Nextee (till 31 December 2019) 

Looking for a Golf Club to maintain your Handicap with?

NEXTEE Golf Handicap Club is now offering all NUSS members an exclusive discount of just

$135 for the first year!

Advantages of maintaining your golf handicap with

 Obtaining a golf handicap with Nextee is simple. Just submit 5 x 18 holes golf score

cards and Nextee will process your handicap with the SGA Centralised

Handicapping System.

 Want to learn golf but don’t know who to approach? Nextee has well qualified golf

teaching Professionals to guide you from obtaining a Proficiency Certificate to Golf

Handicap.

 Don’t have kaki to play with? We organize weekly friendly golf for you to play with

fellow members at pressure free environment.

To Register:

Simply fill up the Application Form and send via email to admin@nextee.sg or via Whatsapp to

96601575 together with your NUSS membership card (scanned copy) between this period to

enjoy this exciting promotional joining fee and perks.

Please click HERE for the application form.

For any further queries, please contact Ms Grace at admin@nextee.sg or you may call at

96601575.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vosj2ZV2HocvlLOi1ul8gUfikan7cHud/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vosj2ZV2HocvlLOi1ul8gUfikan7cHud/view?usp=sharing
mailto:admin@nextee.sg
mailto:admin@nextee.sg
mailto:admin@nextee.sg


NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

A NEW STROKE & DISTANCE ALTERNATIVE

The New Rule: A new Local Rule will provide golfers with an alternative to stroke-and-distance relief
for balls that are lost outside a penalty area or out of bounds. Stroke-and-distance relief will still be
available to golfers, but it’s not the only option now for penalties of two strokes. First, figure out where
your ball went out of bounds or is likely to be lost. Then, find the nearest fairway edge. Lastly, drop your
ball in a relief area between the two points defined above.

Reason for the change: Is to provide another option for golfers, slow play issues can be resulted from
players taking stroke-and-distance relief for lost or out-of-bounds balls. Therefore, the goal of the new
rule is keep up the pace of play by not forcing golfers to have to return to the location of the previous
stroke.

Will It Be Controversial?: It shouldn’t be. Anything that speeds up pace of play and limits slow play is
going to garner strong approval from golfers. The relief is comparable to what would be provided if the
player chose stroke-and-distance, so it won’t necessarily provide one with an advantage over his or her
competitor. Also, this isn’t a rule you’ll see used on the Tour. Therefore, the stakes and controversies that
could emerge will be minimal to what they could be if it were implemented for the Tour.

How It Can Help You: First, this rule was not created for high levels of play such as professional or elite
amateur level events/competitions. This rule is intended for a day at your local club golfing with your
friends. Secondly, it gives you another option, besides stroke-and-distance relief, to recover and save face
after a two-stroke penalty during a round.

Source by : Pat Ralph(2018, December 20). 2019 rules to know: A new stroke and distance alternative
Retrieved from https://www.golf.com/instruction/2018/12/05/2019-rules-to-know-new-stroke-distance-alternative/

Courtesy of the USGA and R&A

https://www.golf.com/instruction/2018/12/05/2019-rules-to-know-new-stroke-distance-alternative/
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NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

THE PUTTING GREEN

• If you accidentally move your ball or ball-marker on the putting green, there is no penalty.
Just put it back.
Currently: It’s a one-stroke penalty if you do either (with exceptions).

• If you’ve lifted and replaced your ball on the putting green and it moves, move it back to its
original spot no matter whether wind moved it, or there was no clear reason.
Currently: The ball is played from its new location unless it was moved by you or an outside
agency. Then it would be replaced.

• You can repair almost any damage on the putting green including spike marks and animal
damage. You cannot repair natural imperfections.
Currently: You can only repair ball marks or old hole plugs.

• So long as you don’t improve the conditions for your stroke, you can touch the line of putt to
indicate a target.
Currently: Touching the line comes with a penalty of loss of hole (match play) or two shots
(stroke play).

• You can leave the unattended flagstick in when your ball is on the putting green, and there is
no penalty if your ball strikes it.
Currently: : Loss of hole (match play) or two-shot penalty (stroke play) if you strike the
flagstick with a stroke from the putting green.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

WATER HAZARDS

• The term water hazards is being changed to penalty areas and will consist of red and
yellow marked areas. This could include additional areas that don’t contain water such as
desert, jungle, lava rock, etc. If your ball winds up in one of these areas, a one-stroke penalty
is applied if you take relief.
Currently: Relief is allowed only from a water hazard (marked yellow) or a lateral water
hazard (marked red).

• You can move loose impediments in penalty areas, touch the ground with your hand or club,
or ground your club without penalty.
Currently: If you did any of the preceding, it’s a loss of hole (match play) or a two-shot
penalty (stroke play).

• Committees are allowed to mark all penalty areas as red so that lateral relief is always
allowed. They can, however, mark a penalty area yellow (no lateral relief) when they feel it’s
appropriate.
Currently: All water hazards have to be marked yellow unless it’s impossible or
unreasonable for you to drop behind the hazard. Then it can be marked red.

• You can’t drop on the opposite side from where the ball last entered a penalty area marked
red.
Currently: You can take relief on the opposite side of a lateral water hazard from where your
ball last entered it.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

BUNKERS

• You can touch and move a loose impediment in a bunker when your ball is in that bunker.
Currently: Penalty for doing so is loss of hole (match play) or two shots (stroke play).

• You can touch the sand with your hand or club so long as you’re not testing the conditions of
the bunker, you’re not placing the club right in front of or behind the ball, and you’re not
making a practice swing or backswing.
Currently: With some exceptions, such as accidentally falling when entering the bunker,
touching the sand with hand or club results in loss of hole (match play) or a two-shot
penalty (stroke play).

• You can take a two-stroke penalty to obtain relief outside a bunker on a line from the hole
through where the ball was at rest in the sand.
Currently: The only penalty relief you can take outside a bunker is to play from where your
last stroke was made.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

BALL AT REST

• You are only considered to have caused your ball to move if it is virtually certain (at least 95
percent likely) that you were the cause.
Currently: You were considered to have caused your ball to move if it is more likely than not
(50.1 percent) that you were the cause.

• No matter where you are on the course, there is no penalty if you accidentally move your ball
while searching for it. Just replace it.
Currently: There is a one-stroke penalty for accidentally moving it.

• If your ball is lying off the putting green when it moves, and its original spot isn’t known,
you just replace it on the estimated spot. An example: If your ball was buried in matted-down
grass, replace it in the estimated spot, buried in matted-down grass.
Currently: You would drop when you’re not sure of the location.

BALL IN MOTION

• If your ball accidentally strikes you, your caddie, your opponent or any equipment, there is no
penalty. Play it as it lies. But you cannot deliberately try to carom a shot off your equipment.
Currently: Accidentally hitting yourself, your caddie, the person attending a flagstick on the
green - or an attended or removed flagstick when making a stroke from the putting green -
resulted in a one- or two-stroke penalty depending on the circumstances.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

TAKING RELIEF

• The only requirements when taking a drop are to hold the ball above the ground without it
touching any object, and it must fall through the air before coming to rest. Height is not a
requirement. Ball dropped from knee height and must stay within the Relief Area.
Currently: You must stand and hold a ball at shoulder height, with your arm extended,
before dropping.

• When a ball must be dropped, it has to be in a defined relief area.
Currently: You are sometimes allowed to drop on or as near as possible to a spot or a line.
The proposed change would give you 20 inches on either side of a line, and 20 or 80 inches
around a spot depending on the type of drop.

• A dropped ball must come to rest in the relief area where it was dropped or it must be
dropped again.
Currently: The ball must be dropped again if it rolls to any of the nine specified areas in Rule
20-2c. An example: If it rolled more than two club lengths from where the ball first struck
the ground.

• The relief area will either be 80 inches from the reference point (for drops next to a penalty
area or for an unplayable lie) or 20 inches (all other drops). The recommendation is to mark
the shaft of a club to assist in measuring.
Currently: Drop areas are measured in club lengths (and you can choose any club to
measure).

• Your ball is lost if not found within three minutes of searching.
Currently: Your ball is lost if not found within five minutes of searching.
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TAKING RELIEF

• You can substitute a ball when taking relief.
Currently: With a few exceptions, you have to continue with your original ball when taking
free relief, though you can substitute a ball when taking a penalty relief.

• You can take free relief for an embedded ball anywhere in the general area (formerly “through
the green”) of the course except sand (unless a Local Rule is enacted to make free relief
available only for embedded balls in areas cut to fairway height or less).
Currently: Free relief is given only for balls embedded in closely mowed areas (fairway
height or less) unless a Local Rule is enacted.

• When estimating or measuring a spot, point, line, area or distance under a rule, you will not
be second-guessed later using evidence such as video review. This applies so long as you use
reasonable judgment and do all you reasonably can to make an accurate measurement.
Currently: Your judgment is given no particularly weight or deference and the committee
decides any issue about the accuracy of estimation based on a review of all facts.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

EQUIPMENT

• You can use distance-measuring devices such as laser rangefinders and GPS watches during a
round unless a Local Rule is adopted prohibiting their use.
Currently: A Local Rule has to be adopted allowing their use.

• You can use a club damaged during a round.
Currently: You can only use a damaged club during a round if the impairment happened
during the normal course of play. If it was damaged in anger or for another reason, it can’t be
used for the remainder of the round.

• You can’t replace a damaged club during a round unless you were not responsible for its
condition.
Currently: You can replace a club if its damage occurred during the normal course of play.

• If you have a good reason for lifting a ball, such as to identify it, check for damage or
determine if it lies in a condition where relief is permitted (such as checking to see if it’s
embedded), you don’t have to announce your intention to another player or the marker. You
also don’t have to give that person an opportunity to observe the process.
Currently: Before lifting, you must announce your intention to another player or the marker
and allow them to observe the process.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

CADDIES

• Your caddie can’t stand on a line behind you from the time you take your stance until the
stroke is made.
Currently: A caddie can’t stand on a line behind you while you’re making a stroke, but can
line you up while you address the ball.

• Your caddie can lift and replace your ball on the putting green without specific authorization
from you.
Currently: It’s a one-stroke penalty for your caddie to lift your ball without permission.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

PACE OF PLAY

• A new form of stroke play is recognized where your maximum score for a hole is capped
(such as double par or triple bogey). That max score is set by the committee.
Currently: You must hole out in stroke play unless playing Stableford, Par or Bogey formats.

• Players in stroke play are encouraged to play “ready golf” when it can be done in a safe and
responsible way and opponents in a match play can agree to go out of turn in order to save
time.
Currently: There is no penalty for playing out of turn, but in match play an opponent can
make you replay a shot if you do so.

• The recommended allotment of time to make a stroke is no more than 40 seconds, and the
Rules recognize that you should normally play more quickly than that.
Currently: No recommendation is given.



NEW GOLF RULES CHANGES IN 2019

ETIQUETTE

• Committees can adopt their own codes of player conduct and set penalties for breach of
standards in that code.
Currently: Committees can disqualify you for serious breaches of etiquette, but cannot
impose lesser penalties.

OTHER RULES OF NOTE

• You have to declare you’re playing a provisional ball before making a stroke with it. But you
can begin a search, and still have the option of playing a provisional so long as you do so
within three minutes.
Currently: The moment you go forward to search for your original ball, you can no longer
play a provisional.

• You’re allowed to listen to or watch sporting events, news broadcasts or music as
“entertainment” during a round if it doesn’t give you an advantage when playing. It would be
a penalty, for example, if you were listening because it improves your rhythm or relaxes you,
but not if you wanted to share a new song you love with other members of your group.
Currently: With some exceptions, you cannot listen to music or watch/listen to sporting
events and news during a round.

• For more info on the New Golf Rules 2019.

• Click HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chPOtfLUHC0

